The management performance of distribution center is based on multi-dimensional and multi-hierarchy factors which include many uncertainties. The goal of this paper is to combine the methods of interval-valued fuzzy evaluation (IVFE) and analytic hierarchy progress (AHP) for evaluating the management performance of distribution center. First, all the single-factors are used to fix the evaluation weight, as well as the evaluation scores and grades are taken as the form of intervalvalue so as to make the evaluation process more practical. Second, the problem how to fix the evaluation weight of the interval-value and how to build a combined model to evaluate the management performance of distribution center have both been resolved. Third, the final score of the performance of distribution center parameters has been calculated under the condition that evaluation is done in accordance with the model. The results of an illustrative case from Zhongshan city highlights that the performance of distribution center can be evaluated by the combined method which integrates both strongpoint of IVFE and AHP. The results of this paper can be applied to distribution center supervisors. The combined method developed can accordingly be used to evaluate the management performance of distribution center. Based on the method, managers and supervisors can holed the management status so as to develop appropriate strategies.
Introduction
Modern distribution center emphasizes quick response to customer demand and high efficiency operation. Therefore, the evaluation of management performance of distribution centers (MPDC) is of critical importance. The index system and evaluating methods of MPDC based on external and internal analysis are always applied to evaluate the center's resource utility, function exertion and benefit production. These results have been used to estimate the management status by the operators, investors and government. For the sake of better evaluating on the management performance of distribution center, some kinds of integrated evaluating models with multi-hierarchy factors need to be established to resolve the unilateralism of single-factors evaluating results. Traditional fuzzy integrated evaluating with accurate number have been commonly used in many fields, while it is difficult to judge the status of management performance with index weight uncertainty, assessing uncertainty and grading uncertainty. Jun (2004) proposed that it is not suitable to use the point estimate in the evaluating matrix because of the assessing warp of factitious judge with some restriction of information, knowledge and capability. Interval-valued fuzzy numbers are very useful to represent evaluating values in real-world problems. Guijun and Xiaoping (2002) defined the interval-valued fuzzy numbers and their extended operations. Grzegorzewski (2002) discussed the problem of the interval approximation of fuzzy numbers and suggested a new interval approximation operator, which is the best one with respect to a certain measure of distance between fuzzy numbers. Hong and Lee (2002) presented a distance measure to interval-value fuzzy number. In this paper, analytic hierarchy progress (AHP) that integrates the interval-valued fuzzy number is proposed to evaluate the MPDC. Using this method, the related factors can be more objectively described by interval-valued fuzzy numbers.
Combination of Interval-valued Fuzzy Evaluation and AHP Identifying

Interval-valued weights of single-factors
Despite of its wide range of applications, the conventional AHP method does not fully reflect a style of human thinking. The combination method of IVFE and AHP is a systemic approach to alternating selection and justification problem that uses the concept of fuzzy set theory and hierarchic structure analysis. Decision-makers usually find that they are more confident about interval judge than fixed value judge. Kuo (1999) proposed a decision support system based on fuzzy AHP to select a location for a convenience store. Kahraman (2003) used fuzzy AHP method to select location of facility. Erensal (2006) used fuzzy AHP to determine key capabilities in technology management. T.L. Saaty (1978) proposed AHP and 1~9 grades to define the interval-valued judge matrix. Qizong (2002) and Yiqiang (2004) used methods of decomposing matrix and correcting characteristic root to fix the single-factor weight. Xiaodong (2002) divide the constant interval-valued judge matrix into two common AHP matrixes and evaluated the normalized characteristic vectors of positive components corresponding with their maximal eigenvalue respectively, and then correct them as the single-factor weight of interval-valued judge matrix.
Interval-valued AHP weights
The AHP weight is the impact degree of bottom-layer on top-layer by means of the transition of intermediate-layer weight. Let interval-valued sorting weight
be the impact degree of a layer L K on its previous layer L K+1 by the rule
After the total weight combination of ( )
, the interval-valued combined weight will be
Hence, the total combined weight of elements in layer L K is obtained as follow:
Fuzzy integrated evaluation
According to the rank and layer involved, build the analytic hierarchy model on the basis of evaluation system idea and theory. The factor set of each layer is:
According to the evaluation target and related rules, the evaluation grades are in set
When evaluating, ask h experts for grading each factor. Each expert should give an interval-value as the grade to avoid subjective deviation. The evaluation matrix is:
Give each expert a weight according to their knowledge background and their experience. Then the weight set of experts is:
. The combined weights of interval-valued AHP are calculated by the interval-value multiplication, so the combined weights are of interval-value certainly. The evaluation matrix is also an interval-valued matrix, hence the direct fuzzy integrated evaluation would lead to the evaluation results transpired. Zeshui (2001) proposed an algorithm for priority of fuzzy complementary judge matrix. The combined weight of interval-valued AHP should be corrected to avoid transpiration. Let
is the probability of a b ≥ , hence the corrected weight after being corrected is:
It is the idea of grade demarcation that the grade which accords with evaluation score best will be the evaluation grade. Sevastianov (2007) proposed a numerical method for interval and fuzzy number comparison based on the probabilistic approach and Dempster-Shafer theory. For the evaluation score and grade are both inter-values, coincidence rate is used to judge the coincidence degree of the score and grade. Let
, for the coincidence degree of interval-value a and b , we get 1 ( 0.5 0.5 ) f P P′ = − − + − , Where f is defined as coincidence rate. According to the maximal coincidence rule, the evaluation grade will be obtained as follows:
3 A Practical Example
Evaluation index system
After on-site inspection on one of the distribution centers in Zhongshan North Logistics center, the evaluation index system is built (table 1) , and the factor set is: 
Interval-valued judge matrix
According to AHP of 1~9 grades and on-site inspection, contrast the factors in under-layer with ones in upper-layer in pairs. Hence, the interval-valued judge matrix 1 
Integrated evaluation weight
From the judge matrix of A B R ← , we get 
Other vectors can also be calculated in the similar way, and the results can be seen in table 2. According to formula (1), we can get the integrated evaluation weight of factors in bottom-layer to the one in top-layer, e.g. the weight of C1 to A is: 
P ij
and then get the corrected weights, e.g. 
According to formula (4), the score of fuzzy integrated evaluation is: , that means the management performance of this distribution center is moderate.
Conclusion
Management performance evaluation is very important in the operating of distribution center. This paper proposes a combined method of IVFE and AHP. The evaluation non-determinacy is described by interval-value, and the AHP and fuzzy integrated evaluation resolve the complexity of evaluation. The evaluation hierarchy and factors can be set according to each distribution center to evaluating on the management performance of distribution. The results of the illustrative case from Zhongshan city highlights that the performance of distribution center can be evaluated by the combined method which integrates both strongpoint of IVFE and AHP, which can be applied to distribution center supervisors. The combined method developed can accordingly be used to evaluate the management performance of distribution center. Based on this method, managers and supervisors can holed the management status so as to develop appropriate strategies.
